**HKPolyUBRE**

Bring together innovative and highly practical approaches in the areas of project management, information technology, urban economic processes, urban and regional planning, etc.

**Programme Details:**

**Doctor of International Real Estate and Construction (DIREC) Programme**

1st Professional Doctorate in International Real Estate and Construction in HK

**UNIQUE FEATURES**

- **Enrich senior executives’ theoretical and technical knowledge in international perspectives for top level advancement**

- **Inspire senior executives with holistic thinking and analytical methods to tackle the complex influence of public policy and the global economic environment**

- **Bring together innovative and highly practical approaches in the areas of project management, information technology, urban economic processes, urban and regional planning, etc.**

- **Strong multi-disciplinary team of faculty members including seasoned scholars ranked among top 2% of scientists in the world and veteran professionals from the industry**

- **PolyU Inspirational World Rankings (QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021) 21st : Engineering – Civil & Structural ; 18th : Architecture / Built Environment**

- **Proud History & Strong Alumni Network : Close-knit and large community of remarkable alumni produced over the past 80+ years in the industry**

**Programme Details:**

**Enquiry**

3400 3819

[QR Code]

**More and Enroll Now**